number of new global virtual enterprises emerges on the World Wide Web. Relying on existing and rapidly developing commercial structures, they offer access to a wide range of information and services-from fashions to computer suppliers. Such virtual enterprises are built on a global information infrastructure, which relies upon the many new information resources on the WWW.
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Many potential users, however, have not kept pace with this explosion of passive online information resources. Users are only slowly becoming aware of these databasesindeed, many are barely aware of the very existence of data on the WWW. Then, once they do become aware of these resources, most users need time, training, and upgraded equipment before they can take full advantage of them.
Web-available information sources provide heterogenous databases that can require expertise to use. In addition, the quantity of information sources has been growing exponentially, so that it is no longer feasible to be completely aware of all the universe of information sources. Accordingly, intelligent agentbused systems, employing intelligent and autonomous problem-solving agents, can greatly facilitate user access to these databases. These agents are computational processes that offer methods for achieving specific goals. Most current discussion of agent-based systems, however, revolves around their role in satisfying user demands for infomation. In such in- An earlier ver\ion of thia article was presented at the lEEE Conference
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on the task of gathering information to meet a variety of user needs.
A better, more comprehensive framework intermediaries may originate some information. Perhaps the most basic intermediary i s the lisf, which is typically limited to a parwould include both demand and supply , ticular subject and provides references to a agents. After first exploring strategies employed in designing and implementing both of these kinds of intelligent agents, we show wide range of sources on that subject. Another type of intermediary i s the search engine (keyword search tools). how they can provide access to baluable AI I Dernnnd agenfr search for needed inforinformation on the WWW Supply and demand agents on the WWW mation. Also called information-gathering agents,' these typically are designed to search the WWW for inforiliation to meet user goals. Accordingly, one primary activity of the demand agent i s the (effective) formulation of strategies for retrieval.
Supply agenrs provide information to de-1 [nand agents. In particular, supply agents ef-1 fectively configure infomiation for informa-1 tion consumers. Supply agents may be either 1 originators or intermediaries. Originators develop the information and place it on the WWW in its original form. Intermediaries 1 take existing information or addresses to that 1 information on the WWW and place i t in a 1
Other types of agents include broker agents, which match up supply agents' capabilities and demand agents' needs, and lihrarirtii agents. Minimal work has been done regarding these other agents, so we will focus here on supply and demand agents.
Need for supply agents. Previous research has focu5ed on general-purpose demand agents that are designed to gather a wide range of information. Unfortunately, database searches typically require substantial domain-specific knowledge. Supply agents limit the extent to which demand agents must understand the world. Instead of knowing all aspects of the information or generating new information, demand agents can consult experts-the supply agents-that are responsible for supplying particular information.
ker agents generate a return when they match up the supply and demand agents they represent. Thus, the broker would want to divert the demand agents to supply agents it represents, possibly in spite of the quality of the match.
Agent motives and objectives. Unlike much previous research in AI, we assume that agents operate in their own self interest. In this light, the motives of supply and demand agents can differ. The likely existence ofdifferent motives i s probably more apparent when we consider the growth of electronic commerce on the WWW.
Consider the situation where supply agents are interested in selling information they have inventoried or summarized. In for-profit settings, the supply agent generates profits associated with use of the information or from making the information available. In that situation, supply agents want browsers to use their information, rather than information some competing source makes available.
Similarly, in a demand setting, because of cost constraints. agents must search for information as cheaply as possible. The search itself, the quality and completeness of information, and time can all entail costs. If there are multiple supply agents, the demand agent must choose among them, yet still complete its information-gathering goals. 
INTELLZGENT AGENT-BASED SYSTEMS, EMPLOYING INTELLZGENT AND AUTONOMOUS PROBLEM-SOLVING AGENTS, CAN GREATLY FACZLZTATE USER ACCESS TO THESE DATABASES.
Similarly, supply agents may not know what information demand agents need. Though demand agents can be asked to provide information to help guide the search, Motives and storage location of information. Theoretically, information on the WWW need only be stored in one location, with other intermediary references to that information simply capturing the address. However, intermediaries have motives for maintaining locally available information on the WWW. First. in the current environment, where widespread use and understanding of the technology is limited, a certain amount of status accrues to the holder or originator of the information.
pabilities of the supply agenth they represent. Unfortunately, unless they had multiple dealings with the particular broker and thus established the reputation of the agent, the ability of demand agents to determine if and when such misrepresentations had happened would be limitcd.
However. the Web itself could assist in mitigating the impact of brokers that aren't "truthful" regarding their clients. We could imagine agents that supply information about brokers or supply agents. regarding the fit between Agent effectiveness and reputation. There are also effectiveness goals associated with supply, demand, and broker agents. Supply agents may supply too much or too little information, at too high a cost. Demand agents may not find the necessary information required to solve the information search problem they set out to do. or they may exceed budgets. Broker agents may be unable to direct demand agents to appropriate supply agents. or they may direct them only to very costly ones. In multiperiod situations, the ability to meet objectives can affect reputations. If a supply agent promises that its information can meet certain goals, and if it does not do so, information demand agents may stop using that supply agent. By contrast, if the supply agent consistently provides the necessary information. it can anticipate enhancements to its reputation.
Distributed problem solving. Previous researchers' have discussed distributed problem solving for demand or gathering agents. Consider the case where a demand agent i s asked to generate sufficient information for developing the financial ratio return on assets for a specific company. The problem might decompose into the search for the information that makes up that ratio. One agent could be responsible for searching available financial statement disclosures for average total assets. another for generating net income. and a third for generating interest expense net of income tax savings. Information from each of these agents could then be combined to generate the ratio of return on assets. This agent-based approach allows specialized knowledge about the generation of information, such as interest expense net of income tax savings, to be encapsulated into an autonomous agent. However, in spite of the need for and use of this specialited knowledge. the group of agents can still combine to solve the overall problem.
The introduction of supply and demand agents suggests that we need to develop a structure that allows distributed problem solving with supply and demand agents. and coordinated distributed problem solving between supply and demand agents. Many of the issues stay the same in both cases. but there are additional concerns.
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Analysis
With all the available databases. we ma) want to compare eiiipiricnlly the iiiiportmce o r influence of suppl) azent\. There arc ;I numbel-of a a q s of gatherins data ahout ; I WWW information \oiirce. Firjt. the very existence of intermediary \tipply agents stisgejts that the information is important to \ome set of user$.
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Originators. I n our stud). \IC did not find that originatoi-s L\ ere pxticularly effective in the wa! they configure inforination. Virtually all tlie original information \\ a x not de\igtied for wppliei-intcrmedixics or demand apents. For example. seldom do originator\ provide key word\ o r other inforlnation de\ci-iption data that might facilitate intermed i at c \ LI ppl y age n t s ' p e \en t a t i o n o I' in formation o r demand agent\' search t-or information. I n addition. inany originators 01 information on tlie WWW did not provide einail addrcs\es for cOiiiinunic;itioii about the illformiition the! presented.
Information oi-igiiiator\ do \eem to \ icM the pro\,ision olinformation :I\ a \ipnal. Prequcntlq. that \ignal i \ designed to brinf additional attention to the information sotirce.
Foi-exiiniple. originator\ of i in fortnation on j o ti rna I \ pro ba b I y provide that i n forma t ion as a means of generating awareness about the other companies. and journals rarely referjournal, and originators of information about 1 ence other journals. If there are references, companies probably hope to generate aware-1 they are to other noncompeting types of ness about the companies. The information sources of information. Journals. for examdisclosure thus becomes a form of publicity.
ple, might reference organizations.
that particular information originator sources
Intermediaries. Demand agents probably seldom reference other sources of the same 1 use a number of criteria to evaluate the qualinformation: companies rarely reference 1 ity of information supplied by intermediaries.
Not surprisingly. our analysis thus found i Further. the relationship between the information available in different intermediary supply agents will likely depend on if the intermediary supply agent requires an application for the new information to be added or if the agent takes all comers. If the agent requires an application, there will generally be a lower correlation in the knowledge than if the agent takes all comers. In the latter case, the different versions of supply agents-the lists-are likely to be highly correlated as information cascades from one supply agent to another, over time. Most lists for AI information are of the second type.
B R O A D E N I N G THE FOCUS T O IN-
clude both demand agents and supply agents and their intermediaries gives us a fuller insight into the recent rapid growth of intelligent agent-based systems. Such a fuller perspective can help introduce new information users to a wider range of resources more quickly.
Work remains to be done in a number of areas. First, in general, agent suppliers of information are not "demand-agent ready."
There is no universal set of interfaces or language to indicate what supply agents can provide. Second. there is little research that relates to linking requests or requirements of demand agents to the ability of supply agents to provide information. Third, additional research in the brokering of information between intelligent agents on the WWW is needed. Issues such as reputation and asymmetries of information need to be explored as well. 
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